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Aim of the work

• Investigation of the Properties of fully nonlinear
ion-acoustic solitary waves in a plasma with
positive-negative ions and nonthermal electrons.

•For this purpose, the hydrodynamic equations for
the positive-negative ions, nonthermal electron
density distribution, and the Poisson equation are
used to derive the energy integral equation with a
new Sagdeev potential.



Ion-acoustic waves (IAWs)

• They are a type of longitudinal oscillations of the ions and 

electrons in a plasma much like acoustic (sound) waves 

travelling in a neutral gas.

• The ion acoustic waves were predicted first by Tonks and 

Langumir based on the fluid dynamics in 1929.

• The first experimental observation for the waves was 

reported in 1933.



Normalized basic equations

Basic equations based on Fluid model are:

(For  positive and negative ions)

[where Q =𝐦+/𝐦− positive and negative ion masses ,Z± ionic charge number]

Continuity equation

Momentum equations

1-For positive ions: 

2-for negative ions:



For the nonthermal electrons we use carins distribution 
function :

From this distribution after replacing (
𝒗𝟐

𝒗𝒕
𝟐) by (

𝒗𝟐

𝒗𝒕
𝟐 -2ɸ) and after

integration we obtain the following expression for the density of

nonthermal electrons

𝐰𝐡𝐞𝐫𝐞;

𝐯𝐭 𝐢𝐬 𝐭𝐡𝐞 𝐬𝐩𝐞𝐞𝐝 𝐨𝐟 𝐡𝐨𝐭 𝐞𝐥𝐞𝐜𝐭𝐫𝐨𝐧𝐬 ,

(𝛃 =
𝟒𝛅

𝟏+𝟑𝛅
) 𝐢𝐬 𝐭𝐡𝐞 𝐧𝐨𝐧𝐭𝐡𝐞𝐫𝐦𝐚𝐥𝐢𝐭𝐲 𝐩𝐚𝐫𝐚𝐦𝐞𝐭𝐞𝐫,

(𝛍=𝐧𝐞𝐨/𝐧+𝐨 ) 𝐫𝐚𝐭𝐢𝐨 𝐨𝐟 𝐭𝐡𝐞 𝐮𝐧𝐩𝐞𝐫𝐭𝐮𝐫𝐛𝐞𝐝 𝐞𝐥𝐞𝐜𝐭𝐫𝐨𝐧 𝐭𝐨 𝐩𝐨𝐬𝐢𝐭𝐢𝐯𝐞 𝐢𝐨𝐧 𝐝𝐞𝐧𝐬𝐢𝐭𝐲.



Normalized Poisson Equatin



To obtain localized solutions of the previous equations following the

Sagdeev potential formalism, we consider a new moving frame of a single

variable ζ=x−Mt which is the moving frame with velocity (Mach number)

M.

Using this transformation and the equilibrium quasi-neutrality as well as 

the boundary conditions ;



•For positive and negative ions we obtain the 
following expressions for the densities:

Substitute the densities values of positive-negative ions 

in addition to that of nonthermal electrons,

in normalized Poisson equation we obtain: 

𝑛𝑒 = 𝜇[1 − 𝛽
𝑧−

𝑧+
Φ+ 𝛽(

𝑧−

𝑧+
)2𝛷2]exp(

𝑧−

𝑧+
Φ)



• By integration we obtain the following equation:

Where;

V(Φ) is the Sagdeev potential .for simplicity we assumed that Z+ =Z− =1

Large Amplitude IAWs



Large Amplitude IAWs
• Therefore, the existence of solitary wave solution of the large amplitude IAW is possible  if the 

following conditions are satisfied:

(i) The potential (Φ) has the maximum value if  
𝑑2V(Φ)
𝑑𝜁2

< 0 at Φ=0,this condition yields the 

inequality.

[ Minimum Mach number]

(ii) Nonlinear IAWs exist only when V(Φ𝑀𝑎𝑥)≥ 0 , where the maximum potential Φ𝑀𝑎𝑥 is 

determined by Φ𝑀𝑎𝑥 ≈
𝑀2

2
this implies the inequality.

[Maximum Mach number]

𝑀2[Q + v ]-v (1 + 𝑄)+𝜇Q(1+3𝛽)≥Q𝜇[1 + 𝛽(
1

4
𝑀4 −

3

2
𝑀2 + 3)]𝑒 ൗ𝑀2

2

𝑀2 >
𝑄 𝑣

(1−𝛽)𝜇
.



The fig. shows minimum and maximum Mach number Vs the non-thermality parameter for 

different values of Q,and

minimum and maximum Mach number Vs the density ratio v for different values of non-

thermality parameter β.



The Following figures show the effect of Mach number
M on the large amplitude IAWs for (𝐇+,𝐎𝟐

−):

The fig. shows the Sagdeev potential curve for different values of M, M=1.55 

(solid line),  M=1.6(dotted line), M=1.65(dotted-dashed line).

Q=0.03,𝒗=0.4,𝜷=0.1.



The fig. shows the profile of the positive ion-acoustic solitary waves, and the profile of the negative ion-

acoustic solitary waves for different values of M, M=1.55 (solid line), M=1.6(dotted line), M=1.65(dotted-

dashed line.

It is clear that increasing the Mach number increases the amplitude but decreases the

width.

It is noticeable that faster solitary pulses will be taller and narrower, while slower ones will

be shorter and wider.



The Following figures show the effect of density ratio v on the large 
amplitude IAWs for (𝐇+,𝐎𝟐

−):

The fig. shows the Sagdeev potential curve for different values of 𝒗, 𝒗= 0.4 (solid line), 𝒗= 0.42(dotted line), 𝒗= 

0.44(dotted-dashed line).

Q=0.03, 0.4,𝜷=0.1.



The fig. shows the profile of the positive ion-acoustic solitary waves, and the profile of the negative ion-

acoustic solitary waves for different values of 𝒗, 𝒗= 0.4 (solid line), 𝒗= 0.42(dotted line), 𝒗= 0.44(dotted-

dashed line).

Q=0.03, 0.4,𝜷=0.1.



The Following figures show the effect of the nonthermal 
parameter 𝜷 on the large amplitude IAWs for (𝐇+,𝐎𝟐

−):

The fig. shows the Sagdeev potential curve for different values of 𝜷, 𝜷 = 0.1 (solid line), 𝜷 = 0.15(dotted 

line), 𝜷 = 0.2 (dotted-dashed line).

Q=0.03, 0.4, 𝒗 =0.4,M=1.6



The fig. shows the profile of the positive ion−acoustic solitary waves, and the profile of the negative

ion−acoustic solitary waves for different values of𝜷, 𝜷 = 0.1 (solid line), 𝜷 = 0.15(dotted line), 𝜷 = 0.2 

(dotted-dashed line).

Q=0.03, 0.4, 𝒗 =0.4,M=1.6.



summary

•we have presented a study of the fully nonlinear ion-
acoustic solitary waves in a plasma with two distinct ion
species (i.e., positive and negative ions) and nonthermal
electrons.

• By employing the two-fluid equations for the ions and a
nonthermal electron distribution, we have derived the
energy integral with a new Sagdeev potential that is used
to examine the existence regions of the solitary pulses.



•The solitary excitations are strongly depending on

the mass ratio of the positive-to-negative ions(Q),

the density ratio of the negative-to-positive ions (𝒗)

, and the nonthermal electron parameter(𝜷) .

•Numerical solution of the energy integral equation
shows that both positive and negative solitary
pulses exist together



• the faster solitary pulses are taller and narrower.

• increasing the nonthermal electron parameter𝜷 decreases the
amplitude butincreasesthepulsewidth.




